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2022 Gemini 23TW  
VIN #1FDRU8PG4MKA16401 
Roadside assistance Account # RV84690914 Phone 855-731-9249 
Or Account # RVP101D81 Phone 855-750-2165 
 
Renter______________________________Phone#________________________       
Destination__________________________ Booking ID____________________ 
RV Information:                 # of campers_______________ 
 

1. In order to extend/retract slider you must: 
       A) make sure you have at least 3 feet clearance 
       B) start engine 
       C) apply parking brake 
       D) check all rear drawers are fully closed 
       E) look for anything else that could be in the way to prevent its 
movement 
 
   2. NEVER run generator when RV is plugged into electric power or try to 
to start it when the engine is running. 
Generator will NOT run if fuel level is below 1/4 tank. 
   3. No Smoking in RV.  
   4. IMPORTANT INFORMATION:                                                                                    
Pick up date ______________time___________ 
Return date  _______________time___________ 
# of keys given_______________, there is a hide-a-key 
Pick up Mileage______________.      Generator begin__________________ 
return mileage_______________.       Generator end____________________ 
Total miles driven_____________.      Generator usage__________________ 
No charge miles Free 100 per night x # of nights_______________________ 
Excess miles @ 0.30/mile___________________________________________ 
Excess Generator Free 3 hours per night x # of nights__________________ 
Excess generator @ $2.00 per hour__________________________________ 
RV must be returned with same fuel level_____________________________ 
Take pictures of RV 
REMEMBER no drive thru fast food you are almost 12 feet high. Most 
bridges are 13 feet 6 inches, but if you get off  the beaten path you can 
encounter lower bridges. Please pay attention to bridge signage. 
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NOTE: Awning must be retracted in windy conditions, high winds can 
cause significant awning damage. If you leave RV unattended it is always 
safer to retract the awning. USE A1 OR PHONE TO EXT/RET 
Upon RV return awning will be extended and inspected. 
Remember the camper part of the RV is 8 inches wider than the cab part 
Never put wipes in toilet Never 
If using Toilet put flush dissolver and liquid into each sink and shower 
drain each time you empty tank 
Make sure all exhaust fan vents are lowered BEFORE driving 
Make sure RV door is locked before driving 
Stabilizers  are NOT for leveling RV if you lower them to prevent rocking 
you MUST retract them before driving 
Park on level ground as much as possible, use plastic leveling blocks 
stored in drivers side front compartment. If on a significant incline 
refrigerator will stop working.  
Discuss engine shut off switch and how it effects opening closing slider 
Green light in cabinet over refrigerator on means power antenna is on. 
If you are hooked up to park cable turn it off 
DVD Blu Ray is HDMI3 on both TVs use remote source to connect 
There is an air tag in the RV. 
NOTE: If you lock the bottom lock on the RV from the inside then go 
outside and close the door it will lock behind you. Before you exit you 
must unlock the bottom lock to prevent being locked out. 
Put side mirrors in if parking on street 
GFI in bathroom 
Emergency exit window don’t open unless emergency 
Parking on incline refrigerator will not work 
Be gentle with keys to storage bins and door locks 
NO FESTIVALS!!!!! 
Remember it turns like a BUS!!! 
When showering on adjust the hot water on the thermostat to desired 
temperature. Don’t adjust the temperature with the cold water faucet you 
will get cold water in shower for a short time if you do. 
  
5. Questions: 
RV experience____________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Need fresh water, how much _______________________________________ 
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Need bike rack ____________________________________________________ 
Need camping chairs(2) ____________________________________________ 
Need camping table _______________________________________________ 
        
 
 
Owner______________________Renter_________________________ 
Date________________________Date___________________________ 


